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From the extraordinary writer of Little White Lies and whilst in Rome . Coup de foudre et
business plan . . comes a rollicking new novel of affection and lust within Coup de foudre et
business plan the boardroom.Jennifer Bell used to go back and forth the planet along with her
boyfriend, struggling with the nice struggle for mom Earth. yet after the breakup (not a superb
fight), Jen moved again to London to paintings for an additional mother: her own. Harriet Bell
based eco-friendly Futures, a consulting firm, after splitting up with Jen’s big-shot father, who
runs a rival (and Harriet thinks corrupt) company. yet Harriet can’t divulge Coup de foudre et
business plan his crimes with no proof. and he or she wishes Jen to discover some.Since Jen
hasn’t visible her dad in additional than fifteen years, it’s a snap to infiltrate his corporation . . .
less than an assumed name, of course. quickly she’s worming her means into the great graces
of the company’s managers to discover facts of wrongdoing. What she discovers is that her
father’s global is an awful lot diversified from her own–filled with Palm Pilots, MBAs, martini
lunches, fashion designer suits, and Daniel Peterson, a man who places the gorge in gorgeous.
all at once Jen is torn among Birkenstocks and Jimmy Choos, tree-hugging and Coup de foudre
et business plan air-kissing. might or not it's that her mammoth undesirable Dad isn’t the
monster her mother made him out to be? Or is Jen easily being seduced through the ability of
difficult deals, sizzling nights, and wads of cash? in basic terms time will tell–preferably from a
Cartier watch at the wrist of Daniel Peterson. . . .From the exchange Paperback edition.
Gemma Townley writes related books every one time, even if there are varied settings and
various names. This ebook is a quick, effortless read. Jen has determined that she must Coup
de foudre et business plan make a few alterations in her life, yet is not totally definite what she
might be doing or how you can cross approximately making any changes. She's cozy the place
she is, having dumped a boyfriend and having a "normal" life, yet does not really understand
how to claim no. So while her mom involves her and asks her to do her MBA at Bell Consulting,
Jen's father's company, she does not refuse simply because perhaps this is often what she
must do to alter her existence up a bit. Coup de foudre et business plan Plus her mom wishes
her to seem into a few attainable corruption. below the guise of being within the MBA program,
Jen starts off to attempt to determine what her father has been up to. yet that's the place issues
get complicated. She begins to get into her reviews due to a good-looking lecturer, Daniel. She
is located out by way of her father, she starts off arguing along with her mother, and her exboyfriend slips again into her lifestyles randomly. thankfully for Jen, she has her ally Angel and
her own tutor, she learns extra approximately herself and business. issues merely proceed to
get advanced for Jen until eventually she ultimately learns info to kind every thing out.
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